This text is in Helvetica Oblique and this text is in Helvetica Bold. You can even mix TrueType fonts, like "Blue Highway" from Larable fonts, and Type 1 fonts like "Bitstream Charter" from Bitstream Corporation on the same line.

For an example of kerning, look closely at the spaces between the letters in the following phrase: "AWAWAWA". Notice how the top of the 'W' overlaps the Bottom of the 'A'. We also support ligatures, which you can see by carefully examining the letters 'f' and 'i' in the word "difficult".

Since version 1.1 of the library, we support TrueType subsetting, which results in much smaller files. For instance, this document is 60Kb without subsetting and 47k with subsetting, and the difference is even more noticeable with larger fonts.

We've also added "Track Kerning", for cramped text or spaced-out text.